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Quantum chemical approaches to substituent effect transmission are compared. The approaches 
differ in the way in which the electron repulsion is treated. Using the example of the dissociation 
of meta- and para-substituted benzoic acids it is shown that th~ repulsion must be taken into 
consideration in order to get the correct description of substituent effect transmission into the 
meta position. 

The Hammett equation has remained to be one of the few successful attempts to describe sub
stituent effects quantitatively. Considerable success has been achieved in mechanistics interpreta
tions of (! constants of reaction series observed on a given structural skeleton. Interpretation 
of the (! constants of a given reaction occurring on different, though similar, structural skeletons 
had been hindered because the dependence of substituent effect transmission on the type of the 
skeleton had not been known. Using HMO perturbation theory, we have recently derived the 
equation l which permits such interpretation. With the electron repulsion neglected l the equation 
could not be applied in cases in which the relative position of the substituent and the reaction 
center prohibits their direct resonance interaction. We have attempted to remedy this inadequacy 
by inclusion of the electron repulsion on the level of the Hartree- Fock perturbation theory2 

and SCF- LCI theory3. 

In the present paper we will compare all three methods using the example of dis
sociation of meta- and para-substituted benzoic acids and we will demonstrate that 
the inclusion of electron repulsion is necessary for even only qualitatively correct 
description of substituent effect transmission into the meta position. 

THEORETICAL 

The equation (1) holds for the ratio of equilibrium (or rate) constants of the reactions 
of substituted and unsubstituted molecules: 

(I) 

In the subsequent discussion we shall limit ourselves only to such cases in which 
either L1LtS = 0 or L1LtS ~ L1LtH. Similarly, as in the previous papers l

-
3

, we con
sider the model which describes the substituent effect only by a perturbation L1cx" 
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(i.e. by a change in the coulombic integral of the substituent bearing atom) and the 
equilibrium process is described by the perturbation Llcxv (i .e. by a change in the cou
lombic integral of the reaction center). Under these assumptions, relations (2a) 
and (2b) apply 

(2a) 

(2 b) 

The corresponding changes LlH 0 and LlH Jl will be expressed on the basis of Scheme 1 
quantum chemically. The difference LlHo - LlHJl is 

(3) 
If we also put 

(4) 

then the Eq. (1) can be rewritten in the form 

(5) 

Thus the calculation of the transmission of the substituent effect is reduced to the 
calculation of energies of molecules with perturbations LlcxiEJl)' 

o 

SCHEME 1 

The XJlV term can be expressed by different quantum chemical methods with 
a different degree of approximation. To compare the effect of inclusion of the electron 
repulsion we will give here the expressions for XliV as deri~ed by HMO and Hartree-
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-Fock perturbation theories and by SCF-LCI theory. On the level of HMO method 
we can write 

(6) 

where 1l:I'Y are "atom-atom" polarizabilities4
. Analogous expression holds also 

in Hartree-Fock perturbation theory2, only 1l:I'Y are replaced by the " generalized" 
polarizabilities 5 (n I'y) 

(7) 

In addition, it was shown2 that the explicit inclusion of the electron repulsion leads 
in a natural way to an expression for the substituent constant O"l'y of the Dewar 
F, M method6

• When the SCF-LCI formalism is empl6yed it is no longer possible 
to express XI'Y explicitly and its calculation must start from Eq. (4). The values 
of EI'Y' EI" and Eyare obtained by solving the set of the secular equations (8a) - (8e), 

~c,,{<PLlxlp,.> + <PLIPl'lp,,) - El'bL ,,} = 0 , 

LCa{<PLlxlp) + <PLIPylpl) - EyOLa} = 0, 
I) 

LCk{<PLlxlpL) + <PLlpJl + Pylpk> - EJlybn } = 0, 
A 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8e) 

where x represents the hamiltonian of the unperturbed molecule and PI' and Py 
are the perturbations. Matrix elements <PLlxlp,c>, <PLIPlpK ) " ••• etc. are given 
by Slater rules7

; in the ZDO approximation e.g. the matrix element <POlpIl11P i -+) . 
is determined by Eqs (9a) and (9b) 

(9a) 

(9b) 

This, SCF-LCI, approach is the most general one and the precision of the inclusion 
of the electron repulsion is limited only by the size of the CI basis set used. In the 
studied example we employed the base of all monoexcited singlets. The SCF-LCI 
method can be also applied to the study of the substituent effect transmission in ex
cited states. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Suitability of different approximations to calculate XJlY was tested on the example 
of meta- and para-substituted benzoic acids. The molecule of unsubstituted benzoic 
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acid (1) was considered as the corresponding model (in the n electron approxima-
tion) in which /' 

I 

the effect of the substituent and process of ionization are described by the changes 
L1oc 3 , (L1oc4), and (L1ocs), resp. The calculations were carried out using HMO and modi
fied PPP (ref. S

) methods. Idealized geometry was accepted for the carbon skeleton 
rc-c = 1-40 A, rc-o = 1·40 A and rc=o = 1·25 A. Gamma integrals were approxi
mated according to Mataga and Nishimot0 9

. Parameters for the HMO calculations 
were taken from reUo and those for the SCF calculations from refY (y~ 1 = 15·23 eV, 
IP6 = 17·7 eV, f3c=o = -2·318 eV, Y~l = 21·53 eV, IPij = 32·9 eV, and f3c-o = 

= -2·318 eV) . The value of -2 eV for L1OC3 (L1OC4 ) corresponds to the substitution 
by electronegative atoms while the ionization process is represented by the per
turbation L10c s = +2 eV. The results of the calculations are summarized in Table I. 
Using the identity (10) 

(10) 

the calculated X IlV values can be compared with the experimental dissociation con
stants of meta- and para-nitrobenzoic acids as determined in the gas phase12

• It is 
clear from the results in Table I that the HMO method does not describe the trans
mission of the substituent effect into the meta position even qualitatively. From the 

T A BLE I 

Results of Different Quantum Chemical Methods of Description of Substituent Effect Trans
mission 

Acid 7r pv' p- l a fl
llv

' ey - 1 h XliV ' eY C 6.pKG, eY d 

meta-Nitrobenzoic -- 0,0001 + 0·0001 - 0·0079 -0,39 

para-Nitro benzoic + 0'0042 + 0'0008 - 0,0245 - 0,48 

a HMO atom-atom po)arizability; b "generalized" polarizability of Hartree- Fock perturbation 
theory; C SCF- LCI theory; d 6.pKG = (pHH - pK

Il
- NO); the pK unit corresponds to 0·0588 eY 

at 300°C. 
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sign of 1t38 follows that meta-nitrobenzoic acid should be a weaker acid than benzoic 
acid. In contrast to the finding of a similar study3 of basicities of substituted pyridines, 
the inclusion of the electron repulsion on the level of the Hartree-Fock perturbation 
theory leads to a considerable improvement and to the correct sign of n 38 in the 
present case. On the other hand, the ratio X 3 8!X 48 '" 0·12 is still not in a good 
agreement with the expected value (am!ap)N02 '" 0·9. As expected, the best agreement 
with the experimental data is achieved when the SCF-LCI theory is employed 
(X38!X48 '" 0·3). Larger discrepancies than in the ratio X 38!X48 are observed between 
the absolute vahies of X I1V on one side and the corresponding dpKG values on the 
other. Certainly, some part of the differences can be assigned to the model values 
of the perturbations but the imperfections of the model used (neglect of a electrons 
and mesomeric effect) are responsible for the larger par!,. Despite that, the calcula
tions clearly demonstrate the usually assumed parallelism between the 1t inductive 
and mesomeric effects13 • The approximation of substituent effects by the change da 
is based on this parallelism. In addition, this SCF- LCI method is capable of giving 
(in the terms of the so-called configurational analysis14

- 16) a very illustrative picture 
of the changes caused in the parent molecule by the perturbation. For example the 
dissociation of benzoic acid (modeled by the change da8 = +2 eV) leads to the 
vawe function of the ground state (Scheme 2) 

Pb = O·997Po - O·0531p3~6 - O ·0391p3~8 + O·0271P2 .... 6 + O·0221p2~8 + .... 

SCHEME 2 

9--

8--

7--
6--

j-t-

5--#- ~ 
4 --tt-- ---1t-
3-tt- i-+-
2-fl- --it-
1-4t- ~ 

Y6 ~-+r 
1~ .. j =A { ~"J - rt_j} 

(11) 

Here Po corresponds to the configuration of the ground state of the unperturbed 
molecule, IP i .... j stand for polarization contributions of monoexcited states to the 
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ground state. Owing to its simplicity and generality, the method gives an alternative 
description of the so-called "static orbital mixing"! 7 which is, from the point of view 
of accuracy, more suitable than those which are provided by common perturbation 
approaches. 
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